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Chemi Nutra Promotes Chase Hagerman To Business Director

Austin, TX – Chemi Nutra is proud to announce that Chase Hagerman has been promoted to Business Director, effective June 1, 2020. In this new position, Chase will be responsible for carrying out organizational goals, policies, and procedures, and managing the company’s ongoing business activities, including sales, digital and conventional marketing, customer service, quality/analytical, audit, regulatory, and legal services, and critically important business development, for Chemi Nutra.

“In reaching 10 years of employment with Chemi Nutra, Chase has reached a significant milestone, especially when considering the company will celebrate 20 full years in business at the end of this year. Chase’s contributions over these past 10 years, while measurably impacting our sales and marketing activities, have made a huge contribution to our industry presence and to our year over year growth."

“Our historical efforts at Chemi Nutra as a leader in discovery, commercial development, R&D, manufacturing, intellectual property, exhaustive clinical study support, and branded sales and marketing, for our patented, specialty ingredients, collectively demonstrates their profound safety, health, and performance benefits for men, women, and children. This has positioned Chemi Nutra as a highly innovative, value-added, science based world leader in the performance ingredient field."

“Accordingly, our customers appreciate the support Chase continues to provide them within our portfolio of specialty ingredients, as well as providing valuable formulation and marketing assistance in nutritional supplements, and in beverages, shots, and gummies. Chase routinely provides guidance with co-ingredient use, label design and compliance, and with his graphic design expertise, Chase even provides camera ready mock-up labels and marketing copy to our valued customers”, said Scott Hagerman, president of Chemi Nutra.

Chemi Nutra is the U.S. business unit of parent company Chemi S.p.A., a privately held nutraceutical and pharmaceutical company based in Milan, Italy, with business and manufacturing operations located in countries around the world. Chemi, with its own U.S. FDA inspected, cGMP certified manufacturing facilities, is best known in the global nutritional arena for its commercial development and introduction of SerinAid® PhosphatidylSerine (PS), AlphaSize® Alpha-Glyceryl Phosphoryl Choline (A-GPC), Mediator® Phosphatidic Acid (PA), and IronAid® Iron Protein Succinylate (IPS). These are all widely used, patented, research validated, health, performance, and wellness benefiting dietary supplement ingredient compounds, produced entirely by Chemi in their own company plants. This tagline is our accurate company storyline: We create nutrients®.
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